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ABSTRACT 

 
Grammars often employ the tool of repetition (reduplication) in word-formation. But repetition cannot be 

allowed to occur accidentally. Cross-linguistically, when word-formation produces unintended repetition, 

construction-specific strategies to avoid this repetition develop. These strategies include allomorphy, haplology 

and sheer avoidance of the offending construction. This chapter concentrates on several aspects of repetition 

avoidance (also known as “the repeated morph constraint”) that have not been central in previous treatments. 

First, it shows how repetition avoidance is relevant to the root-affix asymmetry, showcasing  phenomena from 

Modern Hebrew that draw the parallel between templates and affixes. Second, repetition avoidance is shown to 

motivate the recruitment of “interfixes” – featurally empty or not – to intervene between the repeated entities. 

Third, the phenomenon of repetition avoidance is argued to be active both in the phonology and prior to it, 

making the case for pre-phonological optimization. Finally, a listener-oriented model is put forth that describes 

the possible scenarios for the emergence of repetition avoidance. 

 

keywords: allomorphy; empty morphs; haplology; lexicalization; realization; root-affix asymmetry; 

repetition avoidance; templatic morphology 

 

1. Introduction: I’ll say it again, don’t make me repeat myself 

 

1.1.  Intended and unintended repetition 

 

Possibly all human languages exhibit the intentional surface repetition of sounds which linguists call 

“reduplication”. Many languages employ reduplication as a central word formation strategy, while in 

others it is employed in domains less likely to appear in standard grammars. For instance, Yiddish 

(Germanic) has no “grammatical” reduplication; but it does exhibit the “dissmissive” [ʃm]-

reduplication illustrated in (1a,b). By repeating a whole word and replacing the initial onset of the 

copy with [ʃm], the speaker expresses a dismissive attitude towards its reference. Interestingly, such 

reduplication is rejected by speakers when the base already begins with [ʃm] (1c,d) (Nevins and Vaux 

2003 for English, which borrowed the process from Yiddish). As Nevins (2012) points out with 

relation to these facts, speakers do not like to be made to repeat items they do not intend to.  

 

(1) Yiddish dismissive [ʃm] 

 

a. nájəs-ʃmájəs  ‘news’  c. *ʃmúəs-ʃmúəs ‘conversation’ 

b. tramp-ʃmamp ‘Trump’ d. *ʃmil-ʃmil  ‘Shmil’ 

 

Possibly because intended repetition is so universal, uncontrolled or accidental repetition is disfavored. 

Indeed, alongside intended repetition, the avoidance of unintended repetition is also possibly a 

ubiquitous phenomenon throughout human languages.  

This chapter is about Repetition Avoidance (RA). It opens with recent psycholinguistic 

evidence about RA and the presentation of a basic case of RA. The following sections discuss several 

strategies for avoiding the repetition of form, with special focus on allomorphy. Rather than present a 

full typology of types of RA, I concentrate here on angles that have not been central in the literature. 

These include: apparent violations of the root-affix asymmetry; template allomorphy; interfixation and 

otherwise “empty” morph recruitment; and the locus of RA in the path to realization. 

Previous work on this topic (Dressler 1977, Stemberger 1981, Menn & McWhinney 1984, 

Plag 1998, Ackema & Neeleman 2005, Nevins 2012, Inkelas 2014) emphasizes that repetition 

avoidance is a learnt, construction-specific strategy. Very few (if any) unintended repetitions are 

avoided across a language. In addition, speakers have to learn not only that a certain repetition is 
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avoidable, but also how to avoid it. In the last part of this chapter, I ask how speakers come to learn 

the different strategies for RA. I propose a listener-based, “Ohalian” approach to the phenomena. A 

tentative conclusion is that RA is an active principle in both perception and production. 

 

1.2.  Experimental results for repetition avoidance 

 

While most of this chapter is about grammaticalized RA, it is worth adding to the Yiddish results 

above two other psycholinguistic experiments, which show that speakers display RA as an online 

strategy.  

Kawahara and Sano (2014) discuss Japanese “rendaku”, whereby the initial consonant of the 

second word in a compound becomes voiced (2a). The process is usually blocked when in the same 

word there is another voiced consonant (bold in 2b), with some rare exceptions. In a study of nonce 

compounds, the researchers found that this effect is indeed replicated by speakers: examples such as 

(2c) are disfavored (hence the unhappy face). Alongside this finding, significantly more disfavor was 

shown for examples like (2d), which result in two identical adjacent syllables (underlined) in addition 

to disobeying the ban on two voiced consonants. The experiment thus illustrates speakers’ special 

unease with unintended repetition. 

 

(2) Japanese Rendaku: avoidance of unintended repetition 

 

a. /tako/  ‘octopus’  /oodako/  ‘big octopus’ */ootako/ 

b. /tokage/ ‘lizard’  /ootokage/ ‘big lizard’ */oodokage/ 

c. /do/    /kara/    /dogara/ 

d. /do/    /tora/    /dodora/ 

 

The negative effects of unintended repetition are joined by the positive effects of intended repetition. 

Berent et al. (2017) presented English speakers with pictures of single objects such as (3a). In an 

initial experiment, speakers had to rate the possible denominations for this object in English. There 

were three options: two words with reduplication, contiguous and non-contiguous (3b,c), and an equi-

syllabic non-reduplicated word (3d). Speakers rated the non-reduplicated word as better than the two 

reduplicated ones, whose ratings did not differ significantly. In a second experiment, the object in (3a) 

was presented as a monosyllabic non-reduplicated word, e.g. [traf]. Then, speakers were presented 

with (3e) and asked to rate (3b-d) for possible plural denomination. The ratings were now inverted: 

speakers rated reduplicated (3b,c) as significantly better than (3d) (they also exhibited a preference for 

contiguous reduplication). 

 

(3) English nonce naming: intended repetition acceptance 

 

a.  b. [trafraf] (partially reduplicated, contiguous)  e. 

 
 c. [traftaf] (partially reduplicated, non-contiguous) 

d. [trafkam] (non-reduplicated) 
 

 
 

For the present purpose, the results can be interpreted as follows. The English lexicon does not have 

reduplicated entries for simplex words. Reduplication is dispreferred in the denomination of a single 

unit of meaning, because it is very unlikely intentional. In contrast, when two units of meaning are 

implied by the singular-plural contrast (presumably, thing+pl), repetition can be regarded as 

intentional, the realization of a new type of morpheme. Excitingly, this is true even for speakers of a 

language in which plurality, or any other word-formation goal, is never achieved through 

reduplication. 

To summarize, psycholinguistic experiments and acceptability judgments suggest that 

languages dislike unintended repetition. This preference possibly underlies a great many 

grammaticalized patterns documented in human languages, a sample of which will appear in the rest 

of this chapter.  
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1.3. Avoidance of unintended repetition – one example, many interpretations  

 

This subsection introduces the first case of grammaticalized RA, and shows that its interpretation as 

RA is only one of several interpretations.  

Upon close examination, cases of avoidance of unintended repetition can probably be found in 

every language. But at the same time, the same close examination may lead to more than one 

interpretation of the facts. To illustrate, consider the data in (4) from Modern Hebrew. Most masculine 

nouns take a plural suffix [im] (4a). A closed group of about 200 items take [ot], but remain 

grammatically masculine (in terms of agreement) (4b). Feminine nouns, in turn, are almost all 

suffixed, and almost all take the suffix [ot] in the plural. If the F.SG suffix is [et], it is completely 

replaced by the plural suffix (4c). If the suffix is “concrete” [it] or “abstract” [ut], only the [t] of the 

suffix is replaced by [j] (bold in 4d,e). Furthermore, nouns with feminine suffixes can serve as bases 

for an adjective, marked by [i] in the masculine (4f) and [i-t] in the feminine (4g). The latter [t] again 

alternates with [j] in the plural. Finally, such derived adjectives can in turn be nominalized with [ut] 

(4h). But singular nouns ending in [ijut] generally resist pluralization, or sound strange to speakers.
1
 

 

(4) Modern Hebrew feminine morph co-occurrence 

 

 sg pl   

a. séferM sfar-imM ‘book’  

b. kirM kir-ótM ‘wall’  

c. któv-etF ktov-otF ‘address’  

d. paχ-itF paχ-ij-otF ‘(tin) can’ *paχ-it-otF 

e. safr-utF safr-uj-otF ‘literature’ *safr-ut-otF 

f. safr-ut-iM safr-ut-ij-imM ‘literary (adj.).M’  

g. safr-ut-i-tF safr-ut-ij-otF ‘literary (adj.).F’ *safr-ut-it-otF 

h. safr-ut-ij-utF 
??

safr-ut-ij-uj-ot ‘litterariness’  

 

According to Bat-El (2009), the underlying representation of the plurals in (4d,e) includes the /t/ of the 

singular suffix. Thus the plural in (4e) is /safr-ut-ot/. Bat-El then assumes the existence of a constraint 

against two /t/s “in the suffix domain.” To abide this constraint, the first of the two /t/s is therefore 

deleted, and an epenthetic [j] is inserted in its place. Thus, this seems to be another case of avoidance 

of unintended repetition, this time within the grammar rather than in the reaction to a lexical task. The 

speaker did not intend to repeat a [t] in any of the forms above, and the grammar allows for a solution 

for this problem, namely deletion of the first of the two offending bodies. A deletion solution to 

unintended repetition is called haplology.
2
  

Several aspects of Bat-El’s analysis are typical of many other analyses of unintended 

repetition effects. First, the availability of a solution and its specific nature are construction-specific. 

Indeed, the solution does not apply to all sequences of two /t/s, but rather only between two suffixal 

ones (e.g. [paʃt-ut] ‘simplicity’, cf. [paʃut] ‘simple’). Second, the two suffixes must be part of the same 

“domain”: no haplology occurs in (4g) [safr-ut-i-t] ‘literary-FSG’ because the two /t/s are not in the 

same domain of inflection.
3
  

In addition, given the specificity of the solution, the question is raised whether the offending 

repetition is really resolved in the phonology, and if so, how exactly. Opinions may differ as to 

whether the replacement of /t/ by [j] is really epenthetic after [u], given that Modern Hebrew does not 

generally reject hiatuses of [uo], e.g. [klu-ot] ‘imprisoned-FPL’. An alternative analysis would 

associate /ut/ and /it/ with the allomorphs /uj/ and /ij/ respectively. These allomorphs would then be 

selected by the phonology only when repetition would otherwise occur. Under such a view, the 

solution to repetition avoidance is not haplology but allomorphy: the offending form is not deleted, but 

rather replaced. Importantly, the allomorphy here involves a lexically-stored, alternative underlying 

form, rather than being the result of the application of some general phonological rule. It is therefore 

“suppletive” (according to the definition in Paster 2014). We will see cases where allomorphy – 

suppletive  allomorphy – is more clearly at play. 

In parallel, yet another alternative account may hold that the phenomenon in (4) has nothing to 

do with form. Instead, it is features, not morphs or parts of morphs that are being deleted. Faust 
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(2013), for instance, analyzes the suffix /ut/ as involving a theme vowel /u/ and a feminine /t/, with 

only the latter realizing the [gender] feature. The suffix /ot/, in turn, is regarded in Faust (2018a) as a 

portmanteau of the features [plural, gender]. Under this view, the ungrammatical sequence /-u-t-ot/ is 

morphologically /ThemeV-[gender]-[plural,gender]/. The haplological effect can be related to the 

unintended repetition of the [gender] feature, rather than that of the phoneme /t/. This approach rids 

one of the need to speak of a “suffix domain”. Nevins (2012) proposes a series of tests to determine 

whether repetition avoidance applies to features or form. In this chapter, I will concentrate on cases of 

repeated form. 

Finally, the strangeness of the plural in (4g) illustrates yet another alternative to unintended 

repetition, namely sheer avoidance of a construction. The plural would result in two [jV] syllables; to 

avoid this, rather than turn to allomorphy or haplology (or non application of the deletion of one /t/), 

speakers will often resort to peripheral strategies, such as “types of literariness”. Such avoidance is 

often refered to as “ineffability”. Bat-El (2009) develops an analyses of these plurals in this spirit. 

I will return to the Modern Hebrew suffix -ut below. For now, let me summarize this 

introduction. Languages often lead speakers to repeat certain sounds that they do not intend to repeat. 

Sometimes, these repetitions persist; but other times, they are resolved. There are three solutions to 

unintended repetition: i. deletion (haplology), ii. replacement (allomorphy), and iii. avoidance 

(ineffability). 

In the rest of this chapter, I present and discuss several hitherto unstudied cases of avoidance 

of unintended repetition. As mentioned, these cases illustrate aspects of the phenomenon that have not 

featured prominently in the literature. In section 2, I discuss the asymmetry between stem and suffix 

with respect to the repair of unintended repetition, and account for a seemingly problematic case from 

Modern Hebrew [ut] suffixation. Section 3 deals with the issue of allomorph recruitment in order to 

repair repetition. It elaborates on the case study of Modern Hebrew [ut] and extends the discussion to 

cases in Yiddish and French of what I call “split realization” – a one-to-many feature-to-morph 

realization. Discussion of these cases continues into section 4, which asks where repetition avoidance 

occurs. The section presents two new cases from Palestinian Arabic and English, and argues that 

repetition avoidance as a principle can operate on two levels: the input to phonology (the underlying 

representation) and the phonological computation of a word. The final section speculates on the origin 

of identity avoidance. As already mentioned, I present an Ohalian analysis of the effect, emphasizing 

the role of the listener, and illustrate it with the test cases presented. 

 

2. The root-affix asymmetry in repetition avoidance 

 

Repetition avoidance is often referred to as the “Repeated Morph Constraint”, a term coined by Menn 

& McWhinney (1984). This term may lead to confusion. “Morph” refers to the entire form of a unit of 

meaning (see Haspelmath 2020 for discussion of this term). Some cases found in the literature indeed 

correspond to that description. For instance, Mathangwane (2001) discusses the Bantu language 

Ikalanga, in which the morph /il/, which expresses the applicative, cannot appear twice on an active 

verb: [lim-] ‘cultivate’, [lim-il-] ‘cultivate for/at’, *[lim-il-il-] ‘cultivate for someone somewhere’.
4
 

But in fact, only a minority of the cases mentioned in previous studies involve the repetition of an 

entire morph. Instead, they concern the repetition of some phonological unit (syllable, vowel, 

consonant, feature) resulting from the concatenation of two similar, but not identical morphs. Thus, in 

the Modern Hebrew case in (4), if /ut/ is analyzed as a single morph, then what is repeated in the 

offending sequence /ut-ot/ is not a morph but part of one, the /t/. Neither /ut/ nor /ot/ are repeated. I 

therefore prefer “avoidance of (unintended) repetition”.  

That the repeated entity is not a morph is especially apparent when, unlike in the Modern 

Hebrew case in (4), the unintended repetition occurs between a stem and a suffix. For instance, the 

morph corresponding to the verbal meaning “shed” in English is /ʃɛd/ and the morph corresponding to 

“past” is /(ɪ)d/. The homophonous past form [ʃɛd], rather than *[ʃɛd-ɪd], can be motivated by 

(lexically-specific) RA. Still, the putative [ʃɛd-ɪd] does not involve a repeated morph – neither /ʃɛd/ 

not /(ɪ)d/ are fully repeated – only a repeated consonant. 

In this context, it is important to point out a major asymmetry. When the solution to repetition 

is allomorphy, it is nearly always the suffix that exhibits an alternative, repetition-resolving allomorph. 

Thus, in Hungarian, the plural suffix /-Vs/ is replaced by /-Vl/ after a stem ending in a sibilant. In 
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Tigre (Ethiosemitic; Raz 1980), the prefix /ʔa-/ is replaced by an allomorph /ʔat-/ before guttural-

initial stems.
5
 But there are very few cases, if any, in which the relevant edge of all stems is 

consistently altered upon contact with a repetition-inducing affix. 

Indeed, it is a general cross-linguistic tendency that the form of roots (in the sense of 

“morphologically simplex base”) is more stable than that of affixes (McCarthy and Prince 1995; see 

also Ussishkin 2006 for exceptions in Semitic). With respect to RA through allomorphy, there is at 

least one good functional reason for this asymmetry. Storing two alternatives for the expression of a 

single affix is clearly much more economical than doing so for every stem in the language; and thus 

much more efficient.  

The asymmetry is also relevant for cases of haplology, i.e. when the solution to repetition is 

the non-realization of one of the offending entities, as in [ʃed] above. In such cases, one may ask 

whether it is the suffixal /d/ or that of the base that remains unrealized? Does /ʃɛd/ have an allomorph 

/ʃɛ/ in the past, or does /d/ have a zero allomorph after some roots? The asymmetry between affixes 

and roots points to the latter choice. Alternatively, in such case one might consider that the surviving 

sequence somehow corresponds to both underlying morphs. Thus, the [d] in [ʃɛd] realizes both the /d/ 

of the stem and that of the suffix, in a relation of “multiple correspondence”. For more on this issue, 

see de Lacy (1999). If this is correct, there is no real haplology (both underlying forms are “realized”), 

and the affix-root asymmetry is not supported or challenged by such cases. 

Zuraw & Lu (2009) mention what might be interpreted as a counter-example to the root-affix 

asymmetry. In several Austronesian languages, repairs are triggered for the unintended repetition 

created by a left-anchored infix -um- (or a similar cognate) and a stem-initial labial. The repair differs 

from language to language. For instance, in Limos Kalinga, -um- is generally inserted after the initial 

stem consonant, such that kan ‘eat, bite’ is realized as k-um-an ‘incohat.’. For pija ‘good’, one 

therefore expects to find *p-um-ija. Instead, the attested form is k-um-ija. The effect can be interpreted 

as the dissimilation of the initial labial consonant from that of the infix. If such cases are regarded as 

stem allomorphy – an allomorph /kija/ is selected to accommodate the prefix – then they constitute 

counter-examples to the root-affix asymmetry, since the root, not the affix, undergoes dissimilation. 

However, the data (Ferreirinho 1993; Wiens 1979) are by far insufficient to determine whether this is a 

regular phenomenon. Even assuming it is, one alternative would be to view the process as strictly 

phonological, and as such insensitive to the distinction between root and affix. Under this view, the 

infixed word would be treated as one phonological domain. In support of this, as Zuraw and Lu (2009) 

point out, there are languages in the same family in which um is prefixed, rather than infixed with 

labial-initial words. This suggests that the infix is not just an affix, and requires a higher level of 

phonological integration than a prefix. Again, the data are too scarce to generalize; but it cannot be 

insignificant that this counter-example involves non-linear morphology. 

A second challenge to the root-affix asymmetry is found in several Semitic languages, but 

turns out to be an epiphenomenon. An example from Modern Hebrew is the case of the interaction 

between the suffix [ut] and items of the form QaTuL (where <Q,T,L> are stem consonants). First 

consider (5). The suffix [ut] is concatenated to many concrete nouns to create abstract/collective ones 

(5a). It also regularly attaches to certain verbal bases to create verbal nouns (5b) and to adjectival 

participles (mostly marked by /m-/) to refer to the property denoted by the adjective (5c). This is also 

true for all other non-participial adjectives (5d), including several items of the adjectival template 

QaTVL (where V=/i,e,o/), e.g. (5d,f). The suffix is especially productive with QaTiL adjectives (5f), 

which are themselves quite productive in the creation of dispositional “able”-adjective corresponding 

to transitive verbs. Note that when suffixed, the initial /a/ of the QaTVL bases in (5e,f) regularly 

syncopates. 

 

(5) Patterns of [ut] suffixation  

 

 base  +[ut]  

a. ʃaχen ‘neighbour’ ʃχen-ut ‘small distance in space’ 

 χaziʁ ‘pig’ χaziʁ-ut ‘short-sighted greediness’ 

 ʔenoʃ ‘human’ ʔenoʃ-ut ‘humanity’ 

 ganan ‘gardener’ ganan-ut ‘gardening’ 

 kosem ‘magician’ kosm-ut ‘performed magic’ 
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b. le-hiʃtatef ‘INF-participate’ hiʃtatf-ut ‘participation’ 

 le-hipaʁed ‘INF-part.ways’ hipaʁd-ut ‘event of parting ways’ 

c. me-ʦujan ‘excellent’ meʦujan-ut ‘excellence’ 

 me-ʃune ‘strange’ meʃun-ut ‘strangeness’ 

d. kal ‘easy’ kal-ut ‘ease’ 

 tivʔ-on-i ‘vegan’ tivʔ-on-ut ‘veganism’ 

 zol ‘cheap’ zol-ut ‘cheapness’ 

e. ʃalem ‘whole’ ʃlem-ut ‘entirety’ 

 ʃaχoʁ ‘black’ ʃχoʁ-ut ‘blackness’ 

f. ʃaviʁ ‘breakable, fragile’ ʃviʁ-ut ‘breakability, fragility’ 

 saviʁ ‘likely’ sviʁut ‘likelihood’ 

 davik ‘sticky’ dvik-ut ‘stickyness’ 

 daχif ‘pushable’ dχif-ut ‘pushability’ 

 

There is one type of adjectival template, and only one, that seems to be incompatible with the suffix 

[ut]: the stative adjective QaTuL.
6
 There is not one item of the type QTuL-ut in Modern Hebrew, even 

though this template includes many adjectives. That is not to say that QaTuL adjectives lack 

corresponding property-denoting nouns in -ut; yet when these are formed, their base /u/ surfaces as [i] 

(in bold in 6). I have added the inflected forms of QaTuL to emphasize that the change from /u/ to [i] 

occurs only before the suffix -ut. Note also the resulting homophony between the last items in (5) and 

(6). 

 

(6) -ut suffixation on QaTuL items 

 

m pl f f  +[ut]  

ʃavuʁ ʃvuʁ-im ʃvuʁ-a ʃvuʁ-ot ‘broken’ ʃviʁ-ut ‘breakability’ 

ʃafuj ʃfuj-im ʃfuj-a ʃfuj-ot ‘sane’ ʃfij-ut ‘sanity’ 

kaful kful-im kful-a kful-ot ‘double’ kfil-ut ‘duality, repeatition’ 

daχuf dχuf-im dχuf-a dχuf-ot ‘urgent’ dχif-ut ‘urgency’ 

 

Because /u/ only alternates with [i] before -ut, the process in (6) lends itself to an analysis in terms of 

dissimilation motivated by the need to avoid unintended repetition. Modern Hebrew disprefers two 

adjacent syllables with /u/ – a fact which is evident in the lack of simplex words with this sequence in 

the core lexicon of the language. The suffixation of /ut/ to an item like /daχuf/ would unintentionally 

create such a sequence */daχufut/. Like most cases of RA, this one, too, is construction-specific: it 

only operates on QaTuL bases. [me-ʃun-ut] ‘strangeness’ in (5c) is not resolved.
7
 

Because the alternation in (6) is specific to this template, rather than being a general 

phonological rule of Modern Hebrew, it can therefore be thought of as stem allomorphy. Under this 

view, there are two stored allomorphs for e.g. ‘urgent’: the prioritized /daχuf/ and the secondary 

/daχif/. The latter is selected only before /-ut/. Yet if this is so, such facts seem to constitute a counter-

example to the root-affix asymmetry, because the stem, not the affix, changes in order to avoid 

repetition. 

Not so upon a closer look. Given that all of the forms targeted by RA share the same template 

QaTuL, an alternative view would relate the allomorphy to that template, rather than to each and every 

stem appearing in it. In other words, the morpheme expressed by the templatic morph QaTuL is also 

associated to an alternative templatic morph QaTiL. Understood in this manner, the burdensome 

storage of two allomorphs for each stem is eliminated; only one morpheme is associated with two 

morphs, as is common cross-linguistically. This view establishes a parallelism between Semitic 

templates and other, more concatenative affixes.
8
 I return to Modern Hebrew QTiLut case in the next 

section. 

In this section, I discussed cases of RA through allomorphy which seem to run counter the 

root-affix asymmetry. I proposed that they are to be dealt with carefully. Precisely because the 

repetition is unintended, it is not likely that speakers should retain allomorphs for a large number of 

stems in order to avoid it. Two alternatives were mentioned. Either the phenomenon is purely 

phonological, as hypothesized for Limos Kalinga, or there is some sense in which the alternating 
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particle is itself an affixal morpheme (as in Modern Hebrew templates; see also the case of English 

[sɪs] in 4.2.2).  

 

3. (Allo)morph recruitment, and empty morphs 

 

In a survey of phonologically-driven allomorph selection, Nevins (2011) discusses cases in which a 

“wrong” allomorph is recruited to solve a phonological problem. In French, for instance, the feminine 

form of the adjective (here [bɛl, vjɛj]) is used with masculine vowel-initial nouns in order to avoid 

hiatus. The same is true for demonstrative [sə/sɛt]. 

 

(7) “Wrong” allomorph selection in French 

 m  f     

a. [bo/vjø/sə ʃeval]  [bɛl/vjɛj/sɛt ʒymã] ‘beautiful/old/this horse’    

b. [bɛl/vjɛj/sɛt an]  [bɛl/vjɛj/sɛt anɛs] ‘beautiful/old/this donkey’    

 

The allomorphs [bɛl/vjɛj/sɛt] are “wrong” before [an] because they are otherwise associated with 

feminine gender; but apparently this is not such a high “price” to pay in return for hiatus avoidance.  

The same phenomenon of “wrong” allomorph recruitment can be found in RA. Returning to 

the case of QaTuL, QTiL-ut, one question it raises is why specifically this dissimilation, and not, say 

QaTuL, QToL-ut. Part of the answer was already hinted at above: QaTiL is the only other productive 

adjectival template outside participial ones. Selecting this template as an alternative allows one to 

express adjectivity in a form that is phonologically similar to QaTuL. Moreover, even though QaTiL is 

the “wrong” template in this case, it can be argued that the semantic distinction between dispositional 

QaTiL adjectives and stative QaTuL ones facilitates the selection of the former to express the latter. 

Stative adjectives like “broken” prototypically denote a property that is anchored in time, possibly 

transient and certainly not intrinsic to the noun it qualifies. In contrast, dispositional adjectives 

prototypically denote an intrinsic property, one which is not anchored in the specific state of the noun 

in a given time. Thus, being broken implies being breakable: the dispositional adjective potentially 

“includes” the stative adjective. A noun derived from a stative adjective abstracts away from both the 

specific non-intrinsic state and the temporal anchor denoted by that adjective, like the dispositional 

adjective. Consequently, the distinction between stative and dispositional adjectives, already not 

complementary, is less pertinent for the nominalization. Possibly then, the semantics of QaTiL lead to 

its recruitment as an alternative to QaTuL upon the phonologically-problematic suffixation of -ut. 

Understood in this manner, the QaTuL/QaTiL allomorphy parallels that of French [bo/bɛl, sə/sɛt] in 

(7) above. Semitic templates are once again analogous to concatenated morphs. 

As the goal of allomorph recruitment in the present context is RA, allomorphs can be recruited 

not to replace one of two offending morphs, but to intervene between them. One such case is found in 

Yiddish diminutives. In this language, the morpheme referred to as “the 1
st
 diminutive” is expressed 

on consonant-final nouns by the addition of /l/ (8a). The diminutive plural is expressed by the 

suffixation of /-əχ/ to the singular. Importantly, this plural morpheme occurs only on diminutives: non-

diminutive nouns with final [l̩] are pluralized otherwise, e.g. [bojml̩] ‘oil’, pl. [bojmlən].  

Unintended repetition is expected to arise in diminutive singulars derived from [l]-final nouns, 

e.g. /ʃal/ ‘shawl’, /ʃal-l/. Rather than let the phonology deal with this through epenthesis [ʃal-əl], the 

diminutive singular of [Vl]-final nouns surfaces with a morph /əχ/ – identical to the plural diminutive 

suffix – between the base and the general diminutive marker /-l/ (8b).
9
 Interestingly, this leads to the 

unintended repetition of an entire syllable [ləχ] in the regular plural form, which in turn is not 

prevented from surfacing. Note that morphologically simplex noun ending in [ləl] are found in 

Yiddish, e.g. [χíləl] ‘profanation’.
10

  

 

(8) “Wrong” allomorph selection in Yiddish 

 

 base pl.  dim dim.pl    

a. kuʃ kuʃ-n̩ ‘kiss’ kiʃ-l̩ kiʃ-l-əχ    

 tir tir-n̩ ‘door’ tir-l̩ tir-l-əχ    

b. ʃal ʃal-n̩ ‘shawl’ ʃal-əχ-l̩ ʃal-əχ-l-əχ    
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 tejl tejl-n̩ ‘part’ tejl-əχ-l̩ tejl-əχ-l-əχ    

 

The pattern in (8b) is not precisely allomorphy: /l/ appears alongside /əχ/, rather than being replaced 

by it. In other words, the two morphs are not in complementary distribution, so they cannot be 

regarded as allomorphs. However, it can hardly be a coincidence that the morph inserted to separate 

the diminutive /l/ from the base-final /l/ is also the only other morph in the nominal morphology 

associated with diminutive meaning. Like in the Hebrew and French cases above, there is a sense in 

which a morph is recruited to express a meaning whose regular realization would bring about 

unintended repetition. Moreover, since /əχ/ is the “wrong” allomorph in terms of number, there seems 

to be a straightforward reason that it joins /l/, rather than replace it: if it did the latter, the form would 

be marked as plural, rather than the intended singular. 

Because of the relation between /əχ/ and diminutives, this case should not be confused with 

“empty” morphs, i.e. morphs lacking any meaning. Instead, the unintended repetition is avoided here 

by a split, one-to-many feature-to-morph realization, as illustrated in (9): 

 

(9) Split, one-to-many feature-to-morph realization in Yiddish 

 

 base +  [dim]      base  [dim]     

               

 /ʃal/    /l/           /ʃal/ /əχ/  /l/    

 

That said, once one allows for the split analysis in (9), some cases of empty morphs can also be 

understood. Specifically because they are semantically underspecified, such morphs can serve as a sort 

of “joker”, recruited to correspond to any feature.  

A relevant example appears in Plénat (2005), who discusses Romance “interfixes” such as el 

[əl] in French, e.g. the doubly-suffixed [suχs-əl-ɛt] ‘small spring’, derived from French [suχs] ‘spring’. 

Both suffixes appear in isolation, e.g. [kyv] ‘cistern, vat’, [kyv-ɛl] ‘large, portable bucket (in 

construction)’,
11

 [kyv-ɛt] ‘water-basin (e.g. in toilet)’. Yet the word [suχs-əl-ɛt] is a diminutive of 

[suχs], not of the unattested [suχsɛl]. In other words, /əl/ seems to be an “empty morph” in this 

example. In a corpus study, Plénat finds that the interfix [əl] is especially common with monosyllabic 

bases, like [suχs-əl-ɛt]. He interprets this fact as a preference for disyllabic bases, which are achieved 

through the intefixation of /əl/. Importantly for the present purpose, the tendency becomes categorical 

in monosyllabic bases ending in [t], where  [-əl] (or another such empty augment) is nearly ubiquitous. 

For example, [taχt-əl-ɛt] is the only possible diminutive of [taχt] ‘pie’; no example like *[taχt-ɛt] was 

found. The cumulative effect indicates that repetition avoidance is at play in this pattern.
12

  

The analysis of the French case would thus be almost identical to the Yiddish one, as in (10). 

The main difference is that /əl/ is even less specific than Yiddish /əχ/, carrying very little semantics, if 

any. Arguably then, /əl/ can be used as a simple contour specifically because of its vague semantic 

import. 

 

(10) Split, one-to-many feature-to-morph realization in French 

 

 base +  [dim]      base  [dim]     

               

 /taʁt/    /ɛt/           /taʁt/ /əl/  /ɛt/    

 

In this subsection I continued to examine allomorphy as a means to avoid unintended repetition. I 

showed that as in other cases of allomorphy triggered by form, sometimes the “wrong” allomorph is 

recruited. This recruited morph either replaces the offending one, or intervenes between the two 

similar morphs. The latter scenario leads to a split, one-to-many realization of a single morphological 

feature or feature bundle. Such split realization is relevant for the study of seemingly “empty” morphs. 

It is also important for the topic to be discussed next, namely the locus of RA. 

 

4. Where does repetition avoidance occur? 
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4.1. Two loci for form-based allomorph selection 

 

We have seen several cases in which the concatenation of morphs that are in some way similar is 

avoided, because it brings about unintended repetition. In this section I ask at what stage of the 

derivation is RA active. 

Abstracting away from specific theories, most approaches to realization assume at least two 

levels of representation having to do with form: i. the more abstract, phonemic input level and ii. the 

more phonetic output or surface level. The former is the input to the latter; phonology is the filter 

between them. The input of the phonemic level is the intended meaning. To illustrate, consider the 

Yiddish examples in (11). In (11a), the notion “door” and the diminutive feature are concatenated. 

Within Yiddish, this information is matched with the morphs /tir/ and /l/ respectively. Importantly, the 

/l/ is not underlyingly syllabic. The sequence /tirl/ is the input to the the phonology. It so happens that 

the phonology of Yiddish, unlike that of English for instance, does not allow syllable-final [rl] 

sequences. Still, like English, it does allow for syllabic [l̩]. Accordingly, after the application of 

phonology, the form is [ti.rl̩].
13

 In the plural (11b), [r] and [l] belong to distinct syllables, because /l/ is 

followed by a vowel. 

 

(11) Simple path to realization 

 

  matching  phonology     

a. DOOR+DIM => /tir/+/l/ => [tirl̩]  ‘small door’   

b. DOOR+DIM+PL => /tir/+/l/+/əχ/ => [tirləχ] ‘small doors’   

 
Non-phonologically-conditioned suppletive allomorphy occurs uncontroversially at the 

“matching”. Thus, the Yiddish [klal] ‘rule’ has a plural [klól-əm], with both ablaut and a suffix [əm], 

even though the base is quite similar to [ʃal], [ʃal-n̩] in (8b) above. /əm/ and /ən/ are allomorphs, in that 

they express the same feature and stand in complementary distribution. Yet the choice between them is 

arbitrary. In other words, that the plural feature is expressed as [əm] after a base denoting “rule” is an 

arbitrary, lexical fact. It is not the case that both /əm/ and /ən/ are inserted and then one is selected for 

some reason that has to do with the form of the base or the suffix. Thus, it is to be represented as in 

(12a).  

Contrast this case with the example in (12b). Based on a dictionary scan, Faust (2019) argues 

that unless there is a lexical plural as in (12a), a choice is provided between /ən/ and /s/. Because 

Yiddish prefers trochaic feet, all monosyllabic nouns take /ən/, (realized as [n̩] post consonantally). 

But trochaic polysyllabic nouns like (12c) take /s/ (12c).
14

 Because the allomorph selection is both 

phonologically-conditioned and phonologically-optimizing – it improves the phonological profile of 

the output – many analysts prefer to leave it to the phonological computation.
15

 Accordingly, at the 

matching stage, both options are provided.  

 

(12) Path to realization with allomorphy 

 

  matching  phonology   

a. RULE+PL => /klol/+/əm/ => [klóləm]  ‘mouths’ 

b. DOOR+PL => /tir/+/ən/ OR /s/ => [tírn̩] ‘doors’ 

c. MELODY+PL => /zemər/+/ən/ OR /s/ => [zémərs] ‘melodies’ 

 

While some phonologically-sensitive allomorphy is probably best left to the phonology, other cases 

should not be, because there is no optimization to speak of. A case in point is the Turkish passive 

(Lewis 1967: 149-50). Passive voice is expressed on consonant-final stems by /-l/ (13a; crucially, the 

[ɨ] is epenthetic), and on vowel-final stems by /-n/ (13b).
16

 

 

(13) Non-optimizing phonologically-conditioned allomorphy 

 

a. sat-ɨl-mak  

jap-ɨl-mak  

‘sell-PASS-INF’ 

‘do-PASS-INF’ 

  b. jɨka-n-mak 

oku-n-mak 

‘wash-PASS-INF’ 

‘read-PASS-INF’ 
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Since the phonological condition in (13) does not improve the phonological profile of the output, the 

choice between /l/ and /n/ cannot be left to the phonology. Instead, it belongs to the matching phase: if 

the base ends in a vowel, /n/ is inserted, if it ends in a consonant, /l/ is. Thus, alongside lexical choices 

like (12a) above, there must be sensitivity to phonological form at the matching stage. But is there also 

optimization? 

 

4.2. Two loci for repetition avoidance 

 

Several cases we have considered seem to argue that there is some optimization already in the 

matching phase. Consider the Yiddish case [ʃal-əχ-l̩] ‘shawl (dim)’. As mentioned, Yiddish does not 

have any problem with [Vləl] sequences. Accordingly, if one wanted to leave the choice up to the 

phonology, one would have to insert, at the matching stage, a two morph sequence /əχ-l/, the first of 

which would almost always remain unrealized. Alternatively, only /l/ would be served to the 

phonology; but then phonology must be able to “reach back” to the matching stage and draw out /əχ/ 

from the morphs corresponding to the feature [diminutive]. Both options lead to a phonology that does 

much more than process underlying forms, a move which in my opinion is unwarranted. 

Instead, it seems that Yiddish /əχ/ has to be inserted at the matching level as a reaction to 

unintended repetition.
17

 By this logic, the phonological profile of unattested /ʃal-l/ should be 

understood as posing a problem prior to being “shipped off” to the phonological computation. 

Therefore, in addition to phonological sensitivity, there must be some sort of phonological 

optimization in the insertion process. 

The same argument can made using the French case [taχt-əl-ɛt]. Rather than present the 

phonological computation with /əl-ɛt/ for every diminutive, and have it delete /əl/ except after [t], one 

can split the realization of the diminutive feature earlier, in the matching process.
18

  

At the same time, not all cases of RA belong to the matching stage. It is possible to show that 

sometimes, the information necessary for triggering RA is a result of the application of phonology, 

and thus not yet available at the level of matching. I will show two such cases: prosody and epenthesis. 

 

4.2.1. Prosodically-dependent Repetition Avoidance 

 

An example that is often repeated in the literature on RA is the haplology related to French 

comparative plutôt que ‘than (lit. sooner than)’. The que in this comparative expression is not a 

complementizer, as can be seen in (14a), where the complement is not a full sentence. The compared 

constituents before and after plutôt que are usually of the same type; but when the complement is 

expected to be a full sentence with a complementizer, haplology arises, and only one que surfaces 

(14b). A piece of data that I have not found in the literature is that only these two ques are prohibited. 

If the second que expresses the meaning “only”, then it must be retained (14c).  

 

(14) Prosody and French que haplology 

 

Je préfère a. les  pommes plutôt que les bananes 

I   prefer  DEF apples COMPR DEF bananas 

‘I prefer…  …apples to bananas’ 

 b. que tu    chante plutôt que (*que) tu    chante 

  that you sing COMPR that     you sing 

  …that you sing rather than cry’ 

 c. que    les pommes plutôt que que  les    bananes 

  only  DEF apples COMPR that  DEF  bananas 

  …only apples to only bananas’ 

 

The difference between the configurations in (14b) and (14c) is not one of meaning: in both, the two 

concatenated ques have distinct denotations. Instead, it is prosodic: que in (14c) carries a strong 

prosodic stress, signaled by the underline. Complementizer que cannot carry such stress. Assuming 
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that such prosodic facts are not available at the “matching” stage, and are rather a result of realization, 

the haplology in (14b) must be operating in phonology, rather than at the matching stage. 

One may object that the case in (14b) involves two items that are similar syntactically, rather 

than phonologically. In order to counter this objection, a haplological case should be brought forth 

where the difference between the deleted and non-deleted morphs is exclusively prosodic. 

Such an example is provided by Palestinian Arabic. In this language, the existential particle is 

a stressed [fíː], and negation is a circumfix [ma…ʃ] (15a). The existential particle clearly originates in 

the locative preposition /fi/, whose vowel is pronounced long when it is stressed before pronominal 

suffixes (15b). The existential particle and the unstressed locative preposition can appear in this order, 

yielding [fíː fi] (15c). However, the existential and the inflected preposition cannot be concatenated 

(15d). When they are expected to, one either finds only one [fíː] (15d, haplology), or the inflected 

preposition is replaced by a full prepositional phrase with idiomatic meaning (15e, 

avoidance/allomorphy). The problem is clearly one of RA: when the negation circumfix intervenes, 

the two particles can be concatenated (15f). 

 

(15) Prosody and Palestinian [fíː] haplology 

 

a. fíː  / ma fíː-ʃ kutub fi-ʃ-ʃant-e 

 EX    NEG EX-NEG books LOC-DEF-suitcase-F 

 ‘there are/ there aren’t books in the suitcase’  

b.  faħasˁ-t fíː-ha / fi-ʃ-ʃante  

 check.PST-1SG LOC-it.F LOC-DEF-suitcase  

 ‘I checked in it/ in the suitcase’ 

c. faħasˁ-t ʃú fíː fi-ʃ-ʃant-e 

 check.PST-1SG what EX LOC-DEF-suitcase-F 

 ‘I checked what’s there in the suitcase’ 

d. faħasˁ-t ʃú (*fíː) fíː-ha 

 check.PST-1SG what EX LOC-it.3FSG 

 ‘I checked what’s in it (e.g. suitcase.F)’ 

e. faħasˁ-t ʃú fíː fi-ʔalb-ha 

 check.PST-1SG what EX LOC-heart-poss.3FSG 

 ‘I checked what’s in it’    

f. faħasˁ-t ʃú ma fíː-ʃ fíː-ha 

 check.PST-1SG what NEG EX-NEG LOC-it.F 

 ‘I checked what’s not in it’ 

 

Arguably, the only difference between (15d) and its repair in (15e), or indeed (15c), is the prosodic 

status of the preposition [fi]. It must therefore be the case that repetition is avoided because of 

segmental and prosodic identity. And assuming again that prosody (and indeed Arabic stress, which is 

never lexical) is determined in the phonology, this information is not available at the matching stage. 

Haplology of [fíː fíː-] in (15d) must occur in the phonology.  

 

4.2.2. Epenthesis-dependent repetition avoidance 

 

Prosody is not the only result of phonological computation that can trigger repetition avoidance. 

Consider English sg-pl pairs such as cri[sɪs] - cri[siːz], which (to my surprise) I have not found any 

previous work on. The ten most frequent singulars according to the Corpus of Contemporary 

American English are given with their plurals in (16).
 19

  

 

(16) 10 most frequent [sɪs]-final singulars in English and their plurals 

 

sg pl   sg pl  

analy[sɪs] analy[siːz]   hypothe[sɪs] hypothe[siːz]  

ba[sɪs] ba[siːz]   the[sɪs] the[siːz]  

cri[sɪs] cri[siːz]   gene[sɪs] gene[siːz]  
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empha[sɪs] empha[siːz]   ax[sɪs] ax[siːz]  

diagno[sɪs] diagno[siːz]   synthe[sɪs] synthe[siːz]  

 

The [iːz] ending is attested for other English nouns of Greek origin, such as pel[vɪs], pel[viːz]. But 

much more often than not, these exhibit the regular plural pel[vɪsɪz] (48 vs. 3 occurrences in the 

corpus). The [sɪs]-final nouns in (16), in turn, are much more common with the plural [siːz]. For 

instance, there are over 6000 occurrences of cri[siːz] vs. 20 of cri[sɪsɪz], most of which in self-

conscious quotes. I conclude that there is something about the ending [sɪs] that disfavors the regular 

plural [ɪz]. Examining the very rare cri[sɪsɪz], the reason is clear: in all of these nouns, a sequence [sɪ] 

is unintentionally repeated. 

Once this motivation for the alternation in (16) is accepted, its specific analysis is of little 

importance for the present purpose. The plural ending [iːz] is typical for stems whose singulars end in 

[i], e.g. [ruːbi] ‘ruby’, pl. [ruːbiːz]. For the sake of the argument, I will assume that /sɪs/ is perceived as 

realizing a suffixal morpheme, and that this morpheme is associated with another allomorph /siː/ 

(possibly recruited from nouns like captain[si]). The morph /sɪs/ is the elsewhere allomorph; /siː/ is 

selected whenever repetition would otherwise arise. 

 Crucially, the choice of /siː/ over /sɪs/ must be made within the phonology, for the following 

reason. Analyses of the three realizations [s, z, ɪz] of the English plural come in two flavors. In the 

non-allomorphic account, there is one underlying representation /z/. This suffix is then realized 

unaltered in most environments (dog[z], law[z]); but the phonological computation alters it into [s] 

after voiceless consonants (duck[s]), and separates it from preceding sibilants by an epenthetic [ɪ] 

(bus[ɪz]). In the allomorphic account, there are three allomorphs /z, s, ɪz/, /z/ being the default one. 

These are served to the phonology, which then selects between them in the environments mentioned. 

Under either account, the […sɪsɪz] problem that is solved by the selection of the /siː/ allomorph cannot 

arise before phonology intervenes (through epenthesis or allomorph selection). Since the problem 

arises only in the phonology, RA must be operative in the phonology.
20

  

I started this section by identifying two possible loci for allomorph selection: in the matching 

stage and in the phonology. Phonological sensitivity, I argued, is possible in both of these stages. 

Accordingly, RA – and therefore, optimization – can be active at both levels. And indeed it is. The 

Yiddish and French cases of multiple exponence are preferably dealt with in the matching stage, 

whereas the Arabic and English cases must be treated in the phonology.
21

  

Having discussed the synchrony of RA, the next section asks how it comes into being. 

 

5. The birth of repetition avoidance 

 

We have seen over and over that repetition avoidance is a learnt, construction-specific strategy. 

Indeed, I have asserted that very few unintended repetitions (if any) are avoided across a language. 

Speakers thus have to learn that there is an alternative for a given morph in a given environment – 

whether it is avoidance, apparent non-realization, an alternative realization (an allomorph) or a split 

realization with a contour “empty” morph. How and when do they learn that? 

The RA discussed here is essentially a morphological parallel to phonological dissimilation. I 

therefore see fit to propose a model of the birth of this phenomenon along the lines of the Ohalian 

model of dissimilation and related processes (e.g. Ohala 2012). In his model, Ohala focuses on the role 

of the listener in the birth of dissimilation, instantiated through “misinterpretations” that result in novel 

lexical items. For instance, Ohala assumes that listeners are liable to associate phonetic features to the 

“wrong” underlying segment. Thus, the two sounds of a sequence such as [yt] share a high F2; when a 

speaker performs /yt/ as [yt], a listener may associate the high F2 to the sporadic phonetic influence of 

/t/, rather than to a faithfully realized underlying /y/. The listener will then lexicalize [yt] as /ut/ rather 

than /yt/, dissimilating the two sounds. Because the fronting was perceived as phonetic, rather than a 

categorical phonological rule, the listener-turned-speaker then ends up realizing their lexicalized /ut/ as 

[ut].  

The birth of haplology can be understood in the same spirit. Undeniably, there are many false 

repetitions in natural speech. Therefore, it is likely that humans learn to suspect that any repetition is a 

performance error (unless they can relate it to a reduplicative morpheme), like the listener did for /y/ in 
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the example above. Similarly, speakers prefer not to repeat themselves unintentionally. RA is thus a 

principle of both perception and production.  

Consider now the scenario in (17) below. The speaker concatenates two morphemes M1+M2. 

The two are lexically-associated with only one morph each, and the concatenation yields the 

unintended repetition of the syllable /la/. The repetition is not repaired because no alternative is 

provided. The listener is supposedly also familiar with the suffix /lafi/, but when they hear the two /la/ 

syllables, they may perceive an unintended repetition and associate the phonetic [lala] to a single /la/ 

(presumably that of the base). Following this perception, the second morpheme in this case is only /fi/. 

The mismatch with the listener’s knowledge can lead either to a reanalysis of the phonetic signal and 

no change, or – as in (17) – to the storing of a new allomorph /fi/ for M2, alongside the allomorph 

/lafi/. Both allomorphs will then be considered upon matching (or when they are presented to the 

phonology). Because RA is also a principle of phonology/matching, the allomorph that avoids 

repetition will be selected with any base that would otherwise give rise to such repetition.  

 

(17) RA gives rise to haplological allomorphy  

 

Speaker   Listener  Listener-turned-speaker 

Lexicon: M2=/lafi/  Lexicon: M2=/lafi OR fi/ 

 /M1+M2/  /M1+M2/  /M3+M2/ 

/bula+lafi/  /bula-fi/  /gila+lafi OR fi/ 

              RA      RA 

[bulalafi]  [bulalafi]           [gila+fi] 

 

If the repeated part is initially the entire suffixal morph, e.g. [bula-la], it can also result in the birth of a 

zero allomorph. If [bula-la] is perceived as unintended repetition, it would be lexicalized as /bula-ø/, 

thus giving rise to two allomorphs, /la/ (found elsewhere) and /ø/. Interestingly, when examined 

through this lens, after the two allomorphs have been lexicalized both this scenario and the one in (17) 

only mascarade as haplology. There is no real deletion of an offending repetition, but the choice of an 

allomorph that does not contain it. The term “haplology” ends up referring only to cases in which the 

option not to realize a certain morph is not recorded lexically. That said, it is not easy to distinguish 

cases of non-realization from cases of /ø/-exponence.  

Another type of case surveyed above was that of RA through the recruitment of a semantically 

similar, alternative morph. This state-of-affairs, I submit, can come about through avoidance. Suppose 

that, as represented for the speaker in (18), certain morpheme concatenations M1+M2 are simply 

avoided because they lead to repetition. At the same time other, semantically similar constructions 

M1+M3 are used. Because of the semantic similarity, the hearer assumes that /ro/ is an alternative they 

are not familiar with for the realization of M2, rather than simply the realization of M3. Again, 

allomorphy is born in the listener’s lexicon, this time from two etymologically unrelated affixes. 

Again, when the grammar is presented with this choice following another base, RA will lead to the 

selection of the allomorph that does not entail repetition. 

 

(18) RA gives rise to non-haplological allomorphy  

 

Speaker   Listener   listener-become-speaker 

Lexicon: M2=/lafi/, M3=/ro/    Lexicon: M2=/lafi OR ro/ 

 /M1+M2/  /M1+M3/   /M1+M2/   /M4+M2/ 

/bula+lafi/ /bula+ro/      /gila+lafi OR ro/ 

        RA                      RA 

    null [bularo]   [bularo]            [gila+ro] 

 
The scenario in (18) is probably what brought about the template allomorphy in Modern Hebrew. 

[QTuLut] from /QaTuL+ut/ was avoided, whereas [QTiLut] from /QaTiL+ut/ was regularly produced. 

Because – as explained above – the semantic distance between the two adjectival patterns was not 
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great, and moreover is reduced in derived nouns, certain QTiLut forms were perceived as underlyingly 

/QTuL-ut/, and the allomorphy was born.  
A third type of case that I surveyed here was repetition avoidance through the insertion of an 

“empty” morph. I also called this “split” realization. This phenomenon is possibly very similar to 

allomorphy, with the crucial difference shown in (19). In this scenario, the semantically similar 

M3+M2 are concatenable. Because of the semantic similarity, they can be interpreted as realizing only 

M2. Thus, an augmented, “interfixed” allomorph is born for M2. Subsequently, this allomorph can be 

used in order to avoid repetition on other stems. While the interfixed allomorph is treated here as 

morphologically and semantically simplex, speakers can probably recognize its complexity through 

other cues (e.g. its augmented size). Haspelmath (1995) calls this kind of development “affix 

conglomeration”. 

 

(19) RA gives rise to interfixation allomorphy  

 

Speaker    Listener   Listener-become-speaker 

Lexicon: M2=/lafi/, M3=/ro/   Lexicon: M2=/lafi OR ro-lafi/ 

 /M1+M2/  /M1+M3/  /M1+M3+M2/   /M1+M2/   /M4+M2/ 

/bula+lafi/ /bula+ro/ /gime+ro+lafi/      /gila+lafi OR ro-lafi/ 

         RA                           RA 

    null [bularo] [gimerolafi]   [gimerolafi]            [gila+fi] 

 

The scenario in (19) corresponds to the French [taχt-əl-ɛt] ‘pie-DIM’ case in (10) above. The other 

interfix discussed in this paper, namely Yiddish /-əχ-/ in [ʃal-əχ-l̩] ‘shawl-DIM’, calls for a different 

treatment, because /əχ/ is never suffixed directly to a stem, without the intevention of diminutive [l].
22

  

 

6. Conclusion 

 

This chapter discussed several strategies for avoiding the repetition of form, with special focus on 

allomorphy. I concentrated here on RA scenarios that have not been central in the literature. The case 

of Modern Hebrew QTiL-ut illustrated RA through template allomorphy, as well as the notion of 

allomorph recruitement in RA; Yiddish /-eχ-l/ and French /əl-ɛt/ diminutives illustrated RA through 

interfixation; and Palestinian /fíː/ and English /sɪs/ were used to argue that RA must be operative in the 

phonology. 

I started and ended with the issue of repetition management: speakers seem to want repetition 

in form to be intentional, rather than the accidental result of morpheme concatenation. If it cannot be 

regarded as intentional, they disprefer it when presented with a choice, and may perceive it as noise. 

Indeed, the cases I have presented led me to view RA as an active principle in both perception and 

production. In perception, RA is active when the the repetition caused by the concatenation of two 

morphemes is perceived as a performance error. In production, RA can intervene at the matching stage 

and prevent a construction from being produced. This avoidance can then lead to the birth of a new 

allomorph. The choice between allomorphs can then come to hold either at the matching stage or in 

the phonology, where RA is also a principle.  

I would like to close with an speculation regarding the loci of allomorphy, as reflected by RA. 

I have claimed that RA through allomorphy can occur both upon matching and within the 

phonological computation. This is somewhat redundant: if there are two allomorphs, and given that 

RA is optimization, why claim that some of these choices are ever made in the matching stage? It is 

possible that the optimization at the matching stage is not as allomorphic as the one in phonology, in 

the sense that upon matching, featurally-dissimilar allomorphs are also considered.
23

 Unless one wants 

Phonology to be sensitive to morpho-syntactic features, allomorphs that are subject to exclusively 

phonological optimization should be morpho-syntactically identical. This distinction, if indeed it is 

correct, can serve as a diagnostic as to where a purported case of RA occurs.  
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1
  The effect is not due to semantics. For instance, [iʃ-ij-ut] ‘personality’ would derive a plural [iʃ-ij-uj-ot] 

‘personalities’, but this plural inflection is often avoided. 
2  Amusingly, the term haplology also involves unintended repetition, but does not involve haplology. 
3  See the original paper for the definition of that domain. /t/ haplology does occur across a suffix: /paχ-it-on-et/ => 
[paχij-on-et] ‘tin can-DIM-F’ (cf. 4d). 
4  Interestingly, one does find repetion of the morph in the passive voice, because the passive /-w-/ velarizes a 

preceding /l/ into [g], eliminating surface repetition [lim-il-ig-w-] ‘be answered for someone somewhere’. The [il]/[ig] 

alternation is not allomorphy: velarization is a phonological processes affecting final stem consonants, too: [tól-] ‘take’, [tog-
w-] ‘be taken’. This repetition can be regarded as intentional at morpho-syntax, but unintended at the level of the morph.  
5  These data contradict the claim in Dressler (1977) that there is no identity avoidance betweed a prefix and a stem. 
6  Another nominal template that rejects [ut] is QiTuL, whose principal role is to derive verbal nouns from verbs 

whose unaffixed form is QiTeL, e.g. [ʃipeʁ] ‘he improved’, [ʃipuʁ] ‘improvement’. Whether this is due to phonology (the /u/ 
of QiTuL) or semantics (the general non-concreteness of QiTuL items) is up for debate. Alternatively, Faust (2013) claims 

that the /u/ of QiTuL is the same as that of /ut/. 
7  See Bolozky and Schwarzwald (1992) and references therein for the full facts and past literature on Modern 

Hebrew [ut] suffixation. These authors claim that QTiLut nouns are not derived by suffixation of [ut] to the QaTuL base, but 
by imposition of an independent template QTiLut on that base. To support the existence of this template, they mention 

several QTiLut items with no linear base, for instance [boded] ‘lonely’, [bdid-ut] ‘loneliness’. At the same time, however, 

they do admit suffixation of [ut] to virtually any other adjectival base in the language. Why QaTuL adjectives are the only 

adjectives to escape [ut] suffixation then remains a mystery. 
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8  Template allomorphy remains a little-studied phenomenon, although it is probably present in all Semitic languages. 

Work by Lior Laks, e.g. Laks (2009, 2018) touches on other cases from Modern Hebrew where there seems to be a choice 

between two (or more) templates in the derivation of new items.  
9
  Some sources designate the insert as /χ/ rather than /əχ/. The speakers I consulted all clearly used /əχ/ (there is no 

phonological problem with [lχl̩], so the [ə] must be underlying). 
10  Diminutives of nouns which themselves end in a syllabic [l̩] give rise to another pattern: [fojgl̩] ‘bird’ => [fejgələ]. 

This pattern is called “the second diminutive” (Jacobs 2005); but see Faust (2018b) for an alternative analysis.  
11  A stressed /ə/ is commonly realized as [ɛ] in French, as evidenced by alternations like [apɛl] ‘call.PRS.SG’, [apəl-e] 

‘call.INF’. 
12  Plénat reports that RA is also attested among suffixed polysyllabic nouns. Interfixes other than [əl] are used in the 

examples he provides, e.g [ʃaʁlɔt] ‘Charlotte’ =>  [ʃaʁlot-in-ɛt]. Some cases with the typical French “latent liaison /t/” (a /t/ 

which reappears in liaison contexts) lose this /t/ along with the final vowel when [ɛt] is suffixed: [kχwasã] ‘croissant’ => 

[kχwas-ɛt] (cf. [kχwasãt-əʁi] ‘Croissant place’), /ʃokolat/ => [ʃokola] ‘chocolate’ => [ʃokol-ɛt] (cf. [ʃokolat-in] ‘name of 
pastry’). These can be regarded as cases of haplology. I thank Gilles Boyé for referring me to Plénat’s work. 
13  Of course, there are many variations on this process. Here, I try to remain as theoretically neutral as possible. 
14  Predictably, stress-final polysyllabic nouns take /ən/. Polysyllabic nouns ending in non-sonorant consonants also 

take /ən/, presumably to avoid sequences of Cs in which C equally or less sonorous than [s]. 
15

  See Bonet & Harbour (2012) for a full discussion on such contextual allomorphy, including several alternatives to 

the proposals made here. 
16  Interestingly in the present context, when the base ends in /l/, one finds /n/ due to repetition avoidance: [al-ɨn-mak] 

‘read-PASS-INF’ (this example also serves to show that like /l/, /n/ can also be preceded by [ɨ]). This is yet another case of 
allomorph recruitment in order to avoid repetition. Moreover, since the suffix /n/ also derives reflexives, one may regard it as 

a somewhat “wrong” allomorph in both the V-final and /l/-final cases. Indeed, as in the Yiddish case, it is sometimes possible 

to express both suffixes, [je-n-ɨl-mek] ‘to be eaten’. I thank Markus Pöchtrager for referring me to this case. 
17  Because /əχ/ is not inserted after syllabic /l/, the environment for its insertion must be /Vl_/, rather than just /l/. 
18  An alternative would be to have two allomorphs, /ɛt/ and /əlɛt/, and let the phonology decide. Given that /əl/ is an 

affix in its own right, I find this alternative inelegant. 
19  In addition to the “Greek” nouns in (16), Eitan Grossman (p.c.) brought to my attention the item [skɛksɪs], pl. 

[skɛksiːz]: a fictional species from the 1982 film The Dark Crystal.  
20  Of course, […sɪsɪz] sequences do arise with these nouns in the possessive, e.g. thesis’s [θiːsɪsɪz]. Presumably, the 

possessive clitic is concatenated “too late”, after the allomorph /siː/ has been discarded.  
21  Another case that must be dealt with in the phonology is the ineffable Ikalanga double applicative, mentioned in the 

beginning of section 2. Ineffability must be regarded as a possible outcome of the phonological computation. 
22  Possibly, the /əχ-l/ developed from plural /l-əχ/ through metathesis, motivated by the need for the form to express 

singular number. Alternatively, a form like [mejleχ-l̩] ‘king-DIM’, in which the [eχ] etymologically belongs to the base, can be 

reanalyzed as involving a split realization /-əχ-l/ of the DIM feature, motivated by RA. This kind of development is called 

“affix secretion” in Haspelmath (1995), although an RA motivation is not mentioned in that paper.  
23  For instance, Alcaraz (2018) examines the case of Spanish “spurious se”, wherein instead of the expected dative le 

one finds the se before another clitic beginning with [l]. While the RA motivation of this allomorphy is evident, he argues at 

length that spurious se does not have the same morpho-syntactic properties as le. This is therefore a case which arguably 

cannot be treated in the phonology, because featurally-dissimilar allomorphs compete for insertion. 


